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The road to recovery is long and hard in Haiti, requiring 
private sector solutions to create jobs and reduce poverty.

Local entrepreneurs are essential players in moving 
the country forward from the devastation of the 2010 
earthquake, but are typically starved for capital and 
knowledge. To fill the void, IFC has helped launch the 
country’s first institutional-quality private equity vehicle, 
blending investment with advice for maximum impact.

Launched in 2012, the $20 million Leopard Haiti 
Fund is a catalyst for change—run by respected inter-
national fund managers who understand the value of 
corporate governance and are committed to building it 
in local SMEs and larger growing businesses.

It is a challenging mandate, but one for which fund 
manager Leopard Capital brings just the right global 
experience. Based in Bangkok, its shareholders include 
famed contrarian Marc Faber, named one of the World’s 
Five Wisest Investors by Bloomberg.

Amid the global financial crisis in 2008, Leopard 
went to the markets with the world’s first private equity 
fund for Cambodia, raising $34 million despite the 
downturn.  The three exits since then have achieved a 
gross IRR of 36 percent, increasing the firm’s appetite 
for other frontier markets like Haiti, where it now has 
a strong local presence.

While investees will typically be family-owned 
and locally oriented at first, the fund will require all 

to create boards of directors and operate with full 
transparency, increasing their appeal to future foreign 
investors. IFC’s global corporate governance team has 
a long track record of helping improve the governance 
of family-owned firms in poor countries, and will be 
sharing it widely in Haiti.

Upcoming IFC-sponsored governance workshops 
will expose local SMEs to global best practices in this 
critical area, building the value proposition of this 
groundbreaking fund that is also supporting the growth 
of private equity in Haiti by hiring and training local 
staff. Other investors include FMO of the Netherlands 
and the Inter-American Development Bank’s Multilateral 
Investment Fund.

Creating CorPorate goVernanCe
Since 2007, over 50 percent of the funds supported by IFC have  
been in the world’s poorest countries. 

The Leopard Haiti Fund is one of them—making the business case  
for transparency.
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$20mn
Dollars Raised in July 2012  
(First Closing)

$75mn
Goal Set by the Leopard Haiti Fund 

4
Key Industries Targeted:
Food ProCessing

tourism

aFFordable housing

renewable energY

LEOPARD HAITI FUND 
Providing capital, raising standards

IFC INVESTmENT

$8.5 mn in Leopard Haiti fund (Target $75mn, 2012)


